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The Canyon carpet tile collection is a 100%
solution dyed nylon carpet tile in the plank
format. Featuring QuietBack™, this carpet tile
achieves an acoustic rating of NRC 0.35.
The Canyon collection was inspired by the
stillness and tranquillity of the canyon floor in
the beautiful desert country between Southern
California and the Colorado Plateau in the USA.
The canyon walls shield you from the noise
above. You are at peace amongst stunning
beauty. Wildlife abounds in this quiet land.
Wildlife that would otherwise be overlooked
or dispersed by the noise of modern life. It is
serene and enriching. It is quiet.

Looking out over the canyon land, our eyes are
drawn to the cracks and crevices that speak to
the ancient nature of this vast landscape. It is a
testament to the enduring nature of this part of
the world. Yet as we look across the cracks and
crevices of the canyon landscape, the stone
and shadows merge rhythmically creating a
landscape vista that is intrinsically calming.
It is this dance of shadow and light so evident
in the quiet canyon country of South West USA
that has inspired the design of Canyon range
of plank carpet tiles from Acoufelt. In the same
way that plants and animals add colour and
movement to the timeless canyon land, flecks
of colour augment the pattern and provide
subtle colour range variations. Honouring the
role of the plants and animals in the canyon
landscape, colour variants have been named
after them such as cocklebur and coyote.
This is where we found the inspiration for the
Canyon collection design.
The Canyon plank carpet tile collection from
Acoufelt will help you in your quest of Making
Quiet™ for working, learning and living
spaces. By delivering solutions that eliminate
compromise, Acoufelt allows you to design for
the ears as well as the eyes.
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